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Morel’s thriller excites actionseekers with vengence, violence
By Kenny Phillips
Staff Writer

FILM

Taken

Action, audaciousness and bullets, oh my! Taken, directed by
Pierre Morel, demonstrates that
a vigilante does not need a utility
belt to get the job done if he has
“the courage to do all that is necessary.” Ex-CIA agent Bryan Mills
(Liam Neeson) shows he does
have the courage and the skills to
free his daughter after she is suddenly kidnapped.
Bryan Mills, now retired in
Los Angeles, wants nothing more
than to make a relationship with
his daughter Kim. After his government assignments destroyed
his marriage years ago, he feels
this father-daughter bonding is
his saving grace in life and is determined to mend their relationship despite his rough-natured
shortcomings.
Indeed, he makes progress and
even receives a huge thank you by
giving her permission to take a trip
to Paris, but all goes sour when he
receives a call from her only hours
after arrival. Abductors are in the
house, and they have come for her.
I can only describe the effect on
Bryan of the kidnappers taking
the girl as snatching a cub from a
rampaging mother bear.
Taken takes action and reveres
the concept with the blood of dozens of sickeningly vile criminals.

GENRE: Action, Thriller
STARRING: Liam Neeson,
Famke Janssen, Maggie
Grace
DIRECTOR: Pierre Morel
RATING: PG-13
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 30, 2009

OUR TAKE: «««««

There is no middle ground in
this movie—nothing is up for
negotiation. Bryan Mills will
not stop as long as he possesses
even a single method to end
men’s lives. Though the torture and violence are turned
up eleven notches, the film
provides an admirable story to
drive the character and most,
if not all, loose ends are tied
up.
Morel does a handy job
of giving the audience everything they want to see on
the silver screen, even though
he doesn’t do anything too
original. There really is no
way to improve upon the
kind of hand-to-hand combat
seen with Batman, Bond and
Bourne, which is why Mills’
action sequences are so similar to these recent, memorable
flicks.
What makes this action
movie so great is that Bryan
Mills’ story has more shock
value. The sensation of vigilantism against a horrible
situation sets the movie on a
needle’s point, showing what
great audacity it takes to be
the one fighting.
Liam Neeson is outstanding in the film. He takes the
persona of Bryan Mills, and
See Taken, page 18

Image Courtesy of 20th Century Fox

Winslet gives scandalous performance in Reader
FILM

The Reader
GENRE: Drama, Romance
STARRING: Ralph Fiennes,
Kate Winslet, Jeanette Hain
and David Kross
DIRECTORS: Stephen Daldry
RATING: R
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 9, 2009

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Allyn Woodward
Contributing Writer

Image Courtesy of The Weinstein Company

It was a secret he never told, but
an affair that he never forgot. An
affair he never wanted to forget.
In The Reader, Michael Berg relays the story of his affair through
a series of flashbacks that display
the consequences of secrecy with
an older woman, Hanna Schmitz,
played by Kate Winslet.
In The Reader, actor Ralph
Fiennes, the older Michael, introduces us to his world after
the death of Hanna. Everything
seems to remind him of her. The
crumpled bed sheets in his new
apartment, a family member’s
lips, a windowpane; they all bring
up memories of his short time

with her.
He allows them to quietly
haunt him throughout his life,
leading to his spiritual isolation
from the world. He senses this isolation, but does nothing to hinder
it. He keeps her presence and the
memories within him. He is the
prime example of never getting
over a first love.
As Michael loses himself in
his daydreams of the past, he sees
his younger self, played by David
Kross, just before he meets Hanna for the first time. On his way
home from school, he unknowingly stops at the entrance of her
apartment and becomes sick. She
helps nurse him back to health,
and thus begins a devious affair.
As the affair grows in time and
in intensity, he skips school, ignores the advances of other women and distances himself from his
family. Then, she asks him to read
to her his novels from school. The
reading becomes integrated into
their intimacy as a sort of foreplay.
They begin to fall in love, but one
day Hanna suddenly disappears
without a trace.
Years later, Michael, now a law
student, is observing court hearings involving defendants who
have committed Nazi war crimes.
He is shocked when he discovers

that his old love Hanna is one of
those defendants to be punished
for the horrible crimes that she
committed.
Though the film is from Michael Berg’s perspective, it is centered on Kate Winslet’s portrayal
of her complex character, which
allows the audience to grow to
like her.
As time progresses, we are able
to see her flaws and begin to dislike her for the mistakes she has
made and her inability to admit
these grave mistakes. But that’s
what makes her character human.
Few films, if any, display the
before and after of guards and
Nazi workers. Their background,
their love life and their sensitivity
are rarely displayed.
However, even with this intricate look, The Reader leads to
more questions than answers,
which is what a movie should do.
It forces you to examine the conditions of such a life. Would you
uncover the truth or allow an affair and love overtake you? Could
you still love that person or would
you feel ashamed? Overall, the
movie probes the question, “what
would you have done?”
In those conditions, in that
time, could you still stay true to
those words?
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Uninvited fails to live up to Korean predecessor

Image Courtesy of DreamWorks Pictures

FILM

The Uninvited
GENRE: Horror, Thriller
STARRING: Elizabeth Banks,
Emily Browning, Arielle
Kebbel, David Strathairn
DIRECTORS: Thomas Guard
and Charles Guard
RATING: PG-13
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 30, 2009

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Chris Ernst
Contributing Writer

The Uninvited is inviting; it
draws the audience into the story,
but at what sacrifice?
The Uninvited is a remake of
the South Korean movie A Tale
of Two Sisters, which is based on
a folktale. Since A Tale of Two Sisters is the highest-grossing Korean
horror film, The Uninvited has
serious shoes to fill, which it does
not do.
The film feels very derivative.
Initially, production began just
after the success of The Ring, and
although it tries to hop on the
same horror bandwagon, it all just
comes off as a bad imitation.
This movie would almost be
better as a mystery or thriller and
not a horror film because the story
demands more attention than surviving the scares, which makes the
scenes that are meant to be “scary”

feel very unnecessary and out of
place. They add very little to the
story and could be easily written
out, which would perhaps even
make the plot more cohesive.
Overall, the movie is very
moody and palpable. Visually,
the film is never very outstanding. It oscillates too heavily between functional and pretty, but
there are a few moments when
the cinematography can really be
described as beautiful. The film
mostly just showcases the characters and their surroundings,
which is okay for a movie of the
horror genre but does nothing to
assist the viewer experience.
Although not credited first,
Elizabeth Banks (Rachael) should
receive most of the credit for the
film’s success. She really stands
out in the mediocrity of the acting. As the stepmother-to-be under question, she does a superb job
of playing both “good” and “bad”
roles. It is never very clear whether
or not she is sinister. Is she just
dad’s girlfriend, or is she hiding
something? You cannot tell simply
based on her acting.
Emily Browning (Anna) barely
carries the film, and really gets
some help from Arielle Kebbel
(Alex, Anna’s sister). They both
look a little too young to be involved with the character Matt
(played by Jesse Moss). These three
have enough chemistry, though,
to at least keep their scenes from
dragging.
Browning does do a good job

Write for us!

No experience necessary!
Just show up!
Tuesdays @ 7, Flag 137

of looking confused and overwhelmed, which is really, upon
pondering, what any actress who
does not know what she is doing would convey. Kebbel does a
much better job playing her character than Browning in that she is
freshly nonchalant and full of teen
angst.
One of the weaknesses of The
Uninvited is its unfocused plot
that takes several directions at
once. There are extraneous matters which seem to complicate every situation and add unnecessary
length to the movie. The resolution of the story does not utilize
the information that had been
presented throughout the movie,
which is disappointing.
Also, for being a “horror”
film, there are disappointingly
few scares, and when these scarce
scary scenes finally manifest
themselves, the ghosts are per-

functory and scary only by supernatural association. There are only
a handful of these scares, which
have the length of a child’s attention span. All scares in the film,
almost in their entirety, appear in
previews that are seen by any television viewer, so there are very few
surprises.
However, these scenes are put
together well and are more than
things simply jumping out suddenly. You know they are coming,
which makes them even scarier.
They are not cheap scares, but
ones that, if nothing else, are well
thought out. Of course, there is
a twist at the end of the movie,
which at first seems outrageous.
However, after some guided
thought, it makes sense. Although
there is some evidence that could
possibly lead the viewer to figure
out the big ending, there is nothing very substantial. It simply

draws what seems to be nonexistent information to form a “climax” for the film.
The Uninvited would have
been a much better psychological
thriller rather than a psychological horror. The horror in the film
is not necessary and detracts from
the film as a whole. The Uninvited
is not quite what the trailer promises, which is disappointing if you
are looking to jump out of your
seat.
Overall, the movie takes itself a
little too seriously, but that doesn’t
mean you cannot enjoy it. It does
make you think, which somewhat
makes up for the lackluster horror and boring thrills. If you are
a horror guru and do decide to see
this film, go into it aware of what
it will entail. Expect a second-rate
horror movie that is not quite as
good as its atmospheric and creepy
Korean predecessor.
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Taken

from page 15
to a great extent the concept of
a righteous killer, to a dynamic
high. The martial prowess, the
shoot-outs and the intimidation
tactics he employs are pitch perfect.
Although most other members
of the cast are rarely seen after
Taken reaches Paris, the cast supports quite nicely. Olivier Rabourdin weaves the part of a tired dog
of the French DCRI just looking
to provide for his wife and family. More importantly, Kim Mills
(Maggie Grace), the abducted
daughter, shows a full spectrum
of human emotion that binds the
audience to her plight.
Grace actually forces the audience to pay attention to her, and
the audience wants to see a happy
ending where father and daughter
are brought together. As for the
criminals, they last no longer than
a minute or two onscreen because
of the mayhem of multiple murders. However, they make a great
contribution in promoting clear
and evident villains.
Stylistically, the film could
be characterized as a Die Hard
story (sans humor and excessive
explosions) blended with Bourne
violence. The plot could be summarized shortly but is tiresomely
lengthened by a subplot involving
a star singer who finally relates to
the film’s ending. The subplot was
forced into a most inconvenient
spot separating the film’s beginning from the action, and I am
holding it accountable for said
boredom.
This is not some colorful block
of creativity (unless you count
torture and death as creative),
but it is perfect when I yearn for
a bluntly aggressive action movie.
Some moments of Taken are quite
horrible and even sickening, but I
believe it deserves applause, and I
would not change the gruesomeness of the film just to make it
more widely appealing.

Defiance tells true tale of Holocaust horror
Image Courtesy of Paramount Vantage

FILM

Defiance
GENRE: Drama, Thriller, War
STARRING: Daniel Craig,
Liev Schreiber, Jamie Bell and
George MacKay
DIRECTOR: Edward Zwick
RATING: R
RELEASE DATE: Jan. 16, 2009

OUR TAKE: «««««
By Kenny Phillips
Staff Writer

Defiance sets itself in the harsh
reality of the Holocaust to tell
the story of a Jewish settlement
trying to survive in the forests of

Belarus after the Nazi invasion of
the USSR. Establishing this brave
settlement are the Bielski brothers
Tuvia (Daniel Craig), Zus (Liev
Schreiber), Asael (Jamie Bell) and
Aron (George MacKay). They
fight daily to survive in a cold wilderness while bearing the weight
of both winter and Nazi oppression on their shoulders.
It is a true story of the Bielski
brothers and their determination
to save fellow Jewish countrymen
from genocide. The Bielskis begin
to harbor non-combatant survivors and build a society of refugees and partisan fighters. Hunted
by German soldiers and required
to assist the Soviet troops, they
find the revenge they seek in living and fighting.
However, there are dissent-

ing opinions on how best to accomplish revenge, and the camp
suffers a great loss when Zus and
some other men leave to join the
Soviet troops against the Nazis in
direct conflict. Tuvia and his two
youngest brothers stay and lead
the camp, establishing a sizable
population of refugees and work
camp escapees.
With such a cast of extras and
stars, I was not surprised to find
that not one part lacked depth or
appreciation. Daniel Craig was
no exception and played his part
with true grit and character. He
immersed himself in his role and
made a great impression as the
hard-lined savior of the camp. As
the hotheaded brother Zus, Liev
Schreiber plays an independent
soul who was born to lead. Full of
sibling rivalry and clashing opinions, the scenes between Zus and
Tuvia glow red like heated iron
ready to make a sharp sword with
the strokes of a hammer.
With tragedy lying thick in
the air and so many hardships to
overcome it should come as no
surprise to any viewer that this is
a dramatic film. The movie works
with its nature and plays through
many of the classic conflicts of literature. Revenge against the Nazis and SS supporters (man versus
man) is fulfilled on several occasions in late-night operations and
executions. The group’s survival
during their sojourn in the wilderness is, in itself, a conflict of man
versus nature.
The film’s writer and director
Edward Zwick takes a slow approach to each conflict, presenting them at a pace that allows the
audience to adjust and evaluate
each one. With the separation of
Zus from Tuvia and the refugees,
the story begins a subplot of vengeance and anti-Semitism outside
the Jewish camp.

Switching perspectives is actually accomplished well, as it
makes the movie feel like a continuous sequence of events instead
of a “choose your own adventure”
novel where you try to read both
choices at once. This method of
storytelling is even more appreciated because the audience is able
to see the characters evolve alone.
Unsupported, the character must
have stone-like resilience. However, this allows time to eat away
at their granite exterior and reveal
what that person is truly made of.
All of this character development makes the movie a very
long, dramatic affair, but fortunately there are some concessions
to action-oriented folks in some
very heroic battle scenes.
Although the action is nothing exceptional, the camerawork
is most outstanding in the capture
of these scenes. Documenting
every explosion, detonation and
death in fine detail, the camera
presents the gritty realism of life
in combat. The film also presents a
delicate touch in tender moments
when needed, and it somehow
constantly presents the pervasive
sadness of the plot to keep the
film’s dark tone.
To state it plainly, this movie
was an excellent retelling of a heroic story in one of humanity’s
darkest hours, and each feature of
the film complements this to no
end. The depth of the acting, the
excellent pitch between conflicts
and the representation on screen
are deserving of praise.
The movie runs for two hours
and this may put off more than a
few moviegoers, but sitting alone
with the entire theater to myself,
I realized that I must spread the
word that Defiance is an excellent
film. So, I beseech the Technique
readership to see this movie and
tell everyone to do the same.
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BUZZworthy
MOVIE: NEW
TOWN

OUR MOST ENTERTAINING PICKS FOR YOUR WEEK

IN

Renee Zellweger
and Harry Connick
Jr. are the stars of the
romantic comedy New
in Town. Zellweger
plays an independent,
corporate
woman
named Lucy Hill who
gets a job reassignment that relocates
her to a town in the
middle of nowhere. As
it turns out, she ends
up finding a new sense
of happiness with her
life and meets the
man of her dreams,
Ted Mitchell (ConImage Courtesy of Lionsgate
nick Jr.). Zellweger is
known for her romantic comedies (such as Bridget Jones’s Diary and Down with Love),
and this one is bound to be just as cheesy. Since charming Zellweger is the star, the film
should provide a few laughs here and there. The film was released on Jan. 30 and has
thus far received sub-par reviews from film critics.

DVD: Z ACK AND MIRI M AKE A PORNO

GAME: STREET
FIGHTER 4

Have you been
missing the good old
days of classic arcade
fighting games? Got
a yearning to kick
some old-fashioned
butt? Well, get ready
to go back to the
streets!
While Wii’s Virtual Console, Xbox
360’s Live Arcade
and the Playstation
Image Courtesy of Capcom
Network have been
revitalizing iterations of Capcom’s classic fighting series, Street Fighter, the guys over at
Capcom have been working to create the newest installment of the franchise. Besides the
fact that the newest game looks absolutely stunning, Street Fighter 4 also promises to deliver
new characters, new environments and new challenges (for those with a great deal of streetfighting experience).
But no need to fret, seasoned veterans—the game will be keeping the classic 2-D style of
fighting as well as favorite characters like Ryu and Blanka (except now you will actually be
able to make out their features). Street Fighter 4 hits stores Feb. 17 on Xbox 360, Playstation
3 and the PC.

TV: MEDIUM

Image Courtesy of NBC

Image C
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In these difficult economic times, people are seemingly willing
to do almost
anything to pay
their bills and get
out of debt. This
includes starring
in porn, like in
the film Zack and
Miri Make a Porno.
Zack and Miri, two
unfortunate roommates, find themselves in a bit of a
financial rut and decide to go to extreme
lengths to pay their
rent. And since the porn industry is always banging, so to speak, their best bet is (obviously) to become big stars in the adult film industry. While
Miri is quite the looker, Zack may not be considered pleasing to some porn viewers.
Zack and Miri Make a Porno was released on
standard DVD and Blu-ray this past week, and is
sure to elicit a few long, hard laughs.

Everyone’s favorite psychic
has returned to NBC for her fifth
season of Medium. Played by Patricia Arquette, Allison DuBois
is not your average mother. She
works alongside police to solve
crimes and murders before they
occur.
Her scary, realistic “nightmares” are visions of terrible
events yet to come, and the
show’s new season will hopefully
answer the unanswered questions and resolve events that were
left open-ended in the previous
season.
Season five premiered on
Tuesday, Feb. 2 at 10 p.m. on
NBC and will continue to air at
this time for the remainder of the
season. More exciting mysteries
are sure to arise, especially since
Allison’s daughters have proven
that this special gift seems to run
in the family.

A LBUM: TONIGHT: FRANZ FERDINAND, BY FRANZ FERDINAND

Since their first album release in 2004,
Franz Ferdinand has won hearts with their
catchy indie rock tunes. Tonight: Franz
Ferdinand was released on Jan. 27 this
year, and it will no doubt get the listeners
dancing as much as their previous albums.
With track picks such as “Ulysses,” fans are
sure to love Franz Ferdinand’s new album.
Image Courtesy of Domino
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children?
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“Dialog in the Dark” gives new light to other senses
By Christopher Olson
Contributing Writer

The phrase “the blind leading
the blind” is a well-known but often abstract saying. However, last
weekend, the reality of that statement hit me harder than if I were
to run headfirst into a wrought
iron gate (which I can now say I’ve
done).
Last Sunday, my friend and
I visited Atlantic Station to see
the “Bodies” and “Dialog In The
Dark” exhibits. Most people have
heard of or even seen “Bodies,”
and though it is beyond all doubt
an excellent exhibit, I found “Dialog In The Dark” to be (ironically)
a much more eye-opening experience.
At its core, “Dialog” simulates
what it is like to be blind. They do
this by setting up rooms to model

real-life locations and situations,
the catch being that everything is
pitch black; in place of your vision
you receive a long cane and encouraging words from your guide
to “focus on your other senses.”
Still, I couldn’t help feeling woefully unequipped as my seven
group mates and I stepped into
the first room.
The dark was so perfect that I
began to feel claustrophobic and
I completely lost my sense of direction. All I could do was stand
there blinking, waiting for the
lights that would never turn on.
Recalling the earlier advice, I
slowly inched forward.
I felt the squish of grass under
my feet and a light breeze on my
cheek, and then heard the chirping of birds and a soft creek of
shoes along wood. Curtis, our
guide, called out from somewhere

ahead of me, “Explore the area
and try to figure out where you
are, then make your way over to
the bridge.”
Imagine eight adults creeping
around a room full of invisible obstacles, madly waving canes along
the floor in front of them, murmuring apologies as they bump
into one another.
Then a voice rings out across
the room and off the walls, masking its origin, “I found a tree!”
And like an open faucet, voices
pour from all around, “Over here’s
a lamppost.” “Here’s a trashcan.”
“The bridge is this way.” WHAM!
“I found the gate” (yeah, that was
me).
After the park, Curtis led us
through a bunch of other scenarios, turning menial tasks like
grocery shopping into dubious
challenges. “Use touch and smell

to identify the fruits and other
produce,” he said.
Curtis was an incredible guide,
helping us solve the puzzles presented by each new environment,
all while answering a steady
stream of questions ranging from
how he gets to work to how he
handles cash to how long it took
him to really adjust to having lost
his sight (two years, he said, after
losing his vision 16 years ago to
diabetes).
With each new room, the underlying significance of “Dialog
In The Dark” became clearer. I
had gone in nervous about the
dark, but the true message and
awesomeness of the exhibit comes
from the dialog.
It’s not just about the challenge
of being blind or standing alone
in a dark room, wondering how
to get out. It’s about overcoming

those challenges by communicating with your group and guide
while communicating with yourself and using the senses that often get overlooked. This creates a
dialog with the world around you.
I could talk all day about how
great my experience was at “Dialog In The Dark,” but you’d be
missing out if you didn’t go create an experience there yourself.
A combo ticket for “Dialog” and
“Bodies” is reasonable (about $30)
and highly recommended.
If you plan to go, do so early
because lines get long when it gets
close to noon. If you’re still not
sure about going, think of this:
when I finally pulled aside the
black curtain to exit the exhibit
and pick up my coat and phone
from my locker, the light was so
bright—so blinding—that I had
to close my eyes.
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THEME CROSSWORD: MONKEY BUSINESS
By Robert Zimmerman
United Features Syndicate
ACROSS
1. Freeway approach
5. Ties the knot
9. Expel
14. Skirts for skirlers
19. Stew
20. Asian housemaid
21. Composer Manuel de 22. Willow
23. As far as
24. Kosciusko, for one
25. Poultry selection
26. Pays attention
27. 1922 O’Neill drama
30. Camera feature
32. It may be kept to the
ground
33. Pen
34. Pavlova or Magnani
36. Paving patch
37. Fraternity letter
38. Small change in Nicaragua
41. Desert streambeds
46. Took an oath

49. Pre-presidential hit for
Reagan
51. “Hammerin’ Hank”
52. Bad time for Caesar
53. Capote, familiarly
54. Emcee’s task, often
55. Broad smile
56. Grays
57. Victor at battle of Marathon
60. Self-assurance
61. Sentence structure
63. Dress for Delhi
65. Move swiftly, as a cloud
67. Sigourney Weaver’s shaggy
1988 co-stars
73. Soft drink
74. Scorch
75. Tack on
78. Expense
82. Chichen Itza builders
84. It’s well organized: abbr.
87. Fencer’s foil
88. Chorus members
90. Neither
91. Goes to court

92. Cousteau’s milieu
93. A spacecraft crash-lands to
begin this 1968 film epic
97. Holiness
98. Outcast
99. Eye-maker?
100. Wrath
101. Highest alert
103. Jacob’s twin
104. Crime-scene collection
105. Columbus inst.
108. Receipts from a sale
112. A 2008 film adventure for
Ham III, Titan and Luna
116. Equine refrain
117. Fine thread
119. Asian desert
120. Story
121. Wake-up call?
122. Early psychotherapist
123. Cassowary’s cousins
124. Blacken
125. Free-for-all
126. Spinners on a string
127. Mr. Big in old Venice
128. Harvests alfalfa

DOWN
1. AAA recommendation
2. A, to Plato
3. Bishop’s headdress
4. Milne’s Winnie
5. Elk
6. Atlanta university
7. Carson of “Last Call”
8. Queens stadium
9. Old Turkish title
10. Jolt
11. A queen since 1952
12. Disney goldfish
13. Of a deck of cards
14. German-named vegetable

15. “Uh-huh”
16. Borrower’s burden
17. Danson, et al.
18. AARP mbrs.
28. Pale
29. Assembly-kit contents
31. Bryn 35. - de plume
37. Right now!
38. Surrender
39. “Battleship Potemkin” locale
40. Over again
42. Finished
43. Between nations: abbr.

44. Poet Pound
45. Any day now
46. Droops
47. Watchful
48. Gasket
49. Tom Hanks hit, 1988
50. 16 drams
56. Old saying
57. Sign of spring
58. Vocalist Turner
59. Tannin source
62. Rainbow, e.g.
64. Part of NAACP: abbr.
66. Chip target
68. Grassy plain

69. Employment problem
70. Players
71. Coinage
72. Cone-shaped tent
76. Nifty
77. Disavow
78. Dogpatch creator
79. Jar
80. Headliner
81. Nobelist Morrison
83. With naivete
85. Nobleman

86. Tricky curve
89. “I dunno”
91. Came to attention, in a way
92. Miss Winfrey
94. Quaker pronoun
95. Towel ID, perhaps
96. Pencil ends
100. Cut into
102. Put off
104. Fix it, in software
105. Plains tribe
106. Spread apart

107. Exploiters
108. Brazil’s soccer great
109. Oman currency
110. Grimm character
111. Queen of Carthage
113. Like some whiskey
114. “Catch a Falling Star”
singer (1958)
115. Yen
116. Overseas assignment in
the 1960s
118. Name of 13 popes
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PILED HIGHER & DEEPER BY JORGE CHAM

CROSSWORD SOLUTION FROM PAGE 21

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

COMICS

NON SEQUITUR BY WILEY

DILBERT ® BY SCOTT ADAMS
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